
July Spa Delights

Revive Your Eyes!

Escape and relax at the spa with
us.

Hoping for that 'glazed donut'
GLOW? Well, here you go.

Book an Oxygenic Sparkling
Facial and receive a FREE
Hyalogy Eye Treatment ($40
value).

Why You'll Love It

▪ Brightens and hydrates 
▪ A global winning clinical
Japanese line 

▪ It's designed to stimulate new cells through a clinical term called 'micro-
stimulation'. 
▪ Through cell stimulation it promotes detoxification and blood flow to our matrix
▪ Stimulates collagen production with tiny bubbles 
▪ Minimizes the appearance of fine lines

Beautiful skin = confidence. It's a WIN WIN! Fab for any special event. Get your
glow on!

Reach out to reserve your DEAL. 519-551-0590

 

http://stillwaterskincentre.com


Email Us!

Leave GLOWING
from head to toe!

Sweat it out & receive a
FREE sunless tan
application. $30
VALUE!

Book any 2 Hour
Seaweed or Baltic Mud
Detoxifying Body Wraps
(includes infrared sauna)
& receive a FREE sunless tan application.

Leave refreshed with a sunless kiss. 
Our tan comes in a can! Bring a friend if you want and enjoy side by side!

https://stillwaterskincentre.com/email-us-1


Check Out Our Body Wraps!

https://youtu.be/sDeaItXpLqo


Reserve Your Consultation

https://stillwaterskincentre.com/email-us-1


Reserve Your Skin Consultation

https://stillwaterskincentre.com/email-us-1


Do you know the difference between Physical & Chemical sunscreen? Come by any time for a custom
sunscreen match and multitask with our award winning SPF!

May we ask you for a review?



Your feedback allows others who may have never given us an opportunity a
little taste of what their experience will be like. If able, we thank you in advance.

Google - Leave A Review

Facebook - Leave A Review

Wishing everyone a great July! We can't wait to care for you soon.

▪ The
Stillwater
Team
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